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U.Franke-Vogt

Excavations at Sohr Damb/Nal:

Results of the 2002 and 2004 Seasons!

  Fig. 1. Map showing

archaeologicalsites.
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INTRODUCTION

Excavations at Sohr Damb were re-opened in 2001
and continued in 2002 and 2004. Most fortunately,
and for thefirst time in this region,a rich and well-
stratified cultural assemblage from secure archaeo-
logical contexts is being broughtto light on a large
scale. It allows for detailed typological and techno-
logical studies, investigations into architecture,arts,
technology, environment and settlement patterns
that will lead to a moreprecise definition of those
cultural entities that characterized the cultural de-
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velopment in Balochistan for over 2000 years. In
association with the information obtained previ-
ously in Northern Balochistan (de Cardi 1965;
Fairservis 1956; 1959; Stein 1929) and more recent-
ly at Mehrgarh/Nausharo(Jarrige et al. 1995) and
Miri Qalat/Shahi Tump (Besenval et al., this vol-

' This report integrates some of the results from trenches
where excavations continued in 2004. More detailed re-
ports on the excavations 2001-2004 have been submitted
for publication in Pakistan Archaeology and Archaolo-
gische Mitteilungen aus Iran und Turan (Franke-Vogt, in
press a and b).  
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Fig. 2. Plan of Sohr Damb/Nal, trenches with architecture (Hargreaves, Periods I, II andIII).

 
ume), a reliable comparative and absolute chrono-

logical regional framework can now be established

(fig. 1), which alsofacilitates a better integration of

surface collections intospacial analyses. Apart from

development throughtime, thus contemporaryre-

gional variations become more clear, resulting in a

better understanding of the overall cultural evolu-

tion.

THE EXCAVATIONS

In 2001, two trenches (I, II) running from the

summit to the western foot of the mound were

openedto define the stratigraphic sequence (Franke-

Vogt/Ibrahim, in press). Horizontal exposures be-

gan in 2002 and continued in 2004 (fig. 2). The

occupation of the mound belongs to four distinct

periods (fig. 3). The discovery of a horizon(Period I)

Trench
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II.1-3: Nal "4 x x

IIL.1-4: Late Quetta/Sadaat x x a

IV: Late Sadaat/Kulli-

Harappan

Fig. 3. Periods covered bytrenches.

It II Illa IIIb

trench

pre-dating the Nal-occupation (Period II) and the

isolation of a Late Sadaat/Kulli-Harappan horizon

(Period IV) abovePeriod II has extendedthe time

of occupation onthesite considerably,from c. 4000/

3800 BC to 2000 BC.

The presence of a verylarge settlement related

to the late Quetta/Sadaat culture horizons of Damb

SadaatII and III, with also manysimilarities to the

Zhob and Loralaisites, during PeriodIII provides

importantclues for the regional development and

beyond. This sequence was confirmedandrefined

in 2002 and 2004, whenlarge-scale exposures of

architectural remains, in particular from PeriodIII

in TrenchI, facilitated the definition of morepre-

cise building phases. The excavations are presented

subsequently by trenches in chronological order;

the levels, however, are described from top to

bottom.
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Fig. 4. View of Trench IIIb
(2004), Period II stone architec-

ture on top of older mudbrick

buildings. See burial 718 in the
westernsection(left, covered with

soil), excavated by Hargreaves
(1929, Pls. VII, X, XII).

Fig. 5. Polychrome pottery from
Period II. a. Polychrome vessel,

Trench IIIa, Loci 810 and 811. —

b. Polychrome beaker, TrenchIIIb,

Locus 820.

TRENCH IIIB (EXCAVATED BY U. FRANKE-VOGT,

SH. ALI, D. Voyakin, A. KHAN)

In 2002, Trench IIIb was opened in the centre of

Hargreaves’ Trench A/E,in an area measuring 6 m x
7 m, just next to our Trench IIIa, where PeriodII
and I remains were foundin 2001 (figs. 4; 5 a). Just
below the surface, several stonewalls from PeriodII
cametolight, allowing us to put Hargreaves’ re-
sults into context, particularly in connection with
the results obtained in Trenches II and Ia (Har-
greaves 1929). In fact, it was possible to matchhis
plan with the newly exposed structures (fig. 6).
Beneath the foundations and gravel floors, further
structures cametolight that turned out to be tombs
dating to the newly defined Period I. Due to the

  
importanceofthese findings, the area was extended
in 2004 as far as permitted by the topography,it
encompassed 120 m?in 2004.

Period II

The stone structures belong to clusters of small,
attached rooms. Most of the northern walls have a
projection of unknown function. Preserved are
gravel layers and stone foundations that are up to
4 layers high, but the upper mudbrick walls, which
in Trench IIa still stood up to 2m high, were
removed by Hargreaves.

2 See Franke-Vogt/Ibrahim(in press) for an assessment of
Hargreaves’ excavations.  
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Fig. 6. TrenchIIIb: Plan of PeriodI: burials, with Period II architecture excavated by Hargreaves inlight grey.

Thearchitecture belongs to four phases, which

— although representing subsequent building epi-

sodes — do not necessarily cover a long time.

Beneath the mudfloors, gravel layers cameto light

which form the foundationsof the walls andfloors,

and which are clear stratigraphical markers. In

these layers, some Nal vessels, mostly miniature

pots, were unearthed, apparently foundation de-

posits. Hargreaves did usually not reach thefloors

associated with these foundations. The basal limits

of his excavations are clearly marked in the sections

by thin-beddedaerosol deposits (Unit 820). There-

fore, the mud and gravel floors, and the burial

groups mentioned by Hargreaves representa later

phase of occupation. Due to various events ofre-

building and repairs, the inventories are not well

preserved. They comprise of isolated bones, beads,

and vessels or sherds found above, on, and also

underneath floors (fig. 5 b).

In the southwestern section of the trench, a

burial was uncovered (Tomb 718,see fig. 4) that

was previously excavated by Hargreaves (1929,PI.

VII, X). He does not mention any grave goods, but

the modeof inhumation implies a Period Idate. In

2004, a deposit comprising of three Nal-vessels was

found close-by (Locus 765). This arrangementraises

the question whether Hargreaves’ “pottery groups”

may represent similar contexts. In TrenchIIIb,

however, this problem cannot be solved since the

structures have been removed by Hargreaves.Like-

wise, the architecture thatis visible in the sounding

of TrenchIIIa, is already erodedjust further to the

east (Trench VIII). Trench II does also not provide

good evidence: the eastern portions are covered by

4m high deposits from Period III, in the shallow

western part no corresponding structures were met

upon,in fact, the extensions openedin 2002did not

yield any structures, only gravel, pottery and ashes.

This apparent absence of a Nalburial horizonin

the trenchesclose to Hargreaves’ excavations has to

be emphasized; the only funerary evidence exposed

in Trench Ile (568) was onearticulated individual

burial (Franke-Vogt/Ibrahim, in press).

Period I

Although pottery pre-dating the Nal occupation

was discovered already in 2001 in TrenchIIa, the

appearance of structures underneath the remains

from Period II in Trench IIIb came as a surprise,
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Fig. 7. View of tomb 739/740,

upper layer, towards southeast

(2004).

because Hargreaves had dug a sounding in Trench
A/E where he reached virgin soil>. The interpreta-
tion of the tombs that were onlypartly exposed in
2002 was difficult, because they were covered by
the stone foundations of Period II andsince all of
them runinto the sections. Therefore, in 2004, the
area was extended as far as possible within the
limits of the irrigation channels and the high sec-
tions of the old excavations, and most of the stone
foundations of Period Il were removed.

So far, eight tombs have been identified, but
only one (Tomb 739/740) is fully located in the
trench. It provides a complete plan that confirms
our first findings from 2002 (figs. 6-7). The cham-
bers are squarish, they measure approximately
1.5mx15m. They are built with large sized
(40cm x 20cmx5cm), upright standing mud
bricks, brick batches, and mudpatches. Walls are
about 30cm to 40 cm, in a few cases 60 cm high.
Floors are also made with mudbricks. After a first
phase of use, a small dividing wall was attached to
the western interior face. Some tombs comprise of
two bonelayers, but excavation in this repeatedly
flooded area is difficult since all spaces arefilled
with very hard clay and the surfaces are usually
very compact. The water also badly affects the
bones. In most tombs, only the upper bone layer
has been reached.

The graves contain exclusively multiple frac-
tional burials. Usually, only small portions of the
skeleton were foundin anarticulate position. Many
skeletal parts are totally absent or veryrare. In-
fants, children and adults are buried together. Of-
ten, bones frominfants were deposited in Togau D-
bowls. Skulls are often placed in shallow pits lined
with pebbles. Their numbercertainly exceeds that
of individuals represented by other parts of the

 

body. The excavated evidence indicates that frac-
tional burials are customary and that the tombs
were in use for a long time’.

While in 2002 onlya few vessels were found,in
2004 a large number of grave goods, mostly pot-
tery, but also beads, shells with ochre, and small
“offering tables” made of stone, cameto light, in
particular in Tombs 738, 739/740 and 757(figs. 6-
8). Some beakers contained shells with ochre, or
only ochre pigment. Thevessels are of an amazing
variety and include previously unknown shapes
and decorations. The association of pottery types
from different cultural complexes, in particular
Kile Ghul Mohammad, Togau C-D, and Kechi
Beg,indicates that stylistic developmental schemes
used as chronological markers need to berestudied.
All bowls found within the tombs — and they are
the most frequent type — carry Togau C-Dhooks,
while Togau A and B animal freezes were only
found in contexts outside defined burials.

Amongthe objects, large, perforated, conical
stones weights (c.10 kg) have to be mentioned.
Three of them were found in Tomb 739/740(fig. 7).
Onesimilar weight was excavated by Hargreaves
(1929, 25 Pl. XVb), oneis in a private collection,
and one was found by laborers in 2002,allegedly in
thefields north of the mound. Interestingly enough,
the weight published by Hargreaves was found in
area A12, along with Group G,that is in the same
area where Tomb 739/720 is located.

Possibly, Hargreaves had already reached Pe-
riodI levels in this area, where — according to his

In the northwestern corner of the trench, which is now

devoid of structures, due to this sounding.

* The burials will be studied by C. Buquet.  
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plan — no Period II buildings covered the older

ones. Although the sections reveal that he usually

did not dig deep enough,this possibility has to be

considered, particularly since a few other objects

and even somepottery vessels support this view.

These are small stone trays and at least two pots

(Hargreaves 1929, Pl. XIVb; XIX.9. 12). They

certainly would fit better with Period I than with

Period II types.
This area will be fully cleared in 2005. Another

trench will be opened in the shallow depression

north of Trench IIIb, where surface clearings have

already revealed Period II walls (Trench VIII). This

excavation will provide information on the exten-

sion of the cemetery. Likewise, the ongoing exca-

vations in Trench VII, at the eastern edge of the

mound,are expected to shedlight on the extension

of the Period I occupation that was already detect-

ed in the small sounding of Trench IV underneath

Period II architecture.

TRENCH IV (sEE figs.2; 9; EXCAVATED BY

U. FRANKE-VocT, A. IprAHIM, M. SCHMIDTNER)

This sounding is located near the northern edge of

the mound, where the latter is cut by an irrigation

channel. It was excavated in 2001 and 2002. Depos-

its reach a depth of 6 m and cover PeriodsI to IV.

It thus provided,for thefirst time, evidence for the

stratigraphic transition between the periods. In

2004, Trenches VI, IX and VII were openedin the

vicinity to follow the well-preserved architecture,

to gather more information about the periods and

transitional horizons, and to enlarge the exposed

plans. The sequence can now becorrelated with the

levels visible along the northern section of the

mound.It also provides a context for radiocarbon

samples taken in 1998 and 2004 from this section
(Bln 5081; see Gérsdorf, this volume).

  Fig. 8. Pottery from Period I,
Trench IIIb, tomb 738 (a: 738.8;

b: 738.7, with ochre in at-

tached vessels; c: 738.1).

Tomb738is located in the
SE edge of the area, see

planinfig. 6, upper right.

Period III

The uppermost period of occupation encompasses

two building phases. The youngest one comprises

of a 50cm thick package of thin layers deriving

from domestic activities: ash layers, hearth refusal,

and cookingpits lined with pebbles. The mud brick

walls are very well preserved, but due to the limited

size of the trench no complete house plans were

excavated. One room contained a basin with 30 cm

thick deposits of husks. Further excavations have

since shownthat such installations are part of the

standard inventory of the houses.
This occupation rests on a compactclay floor

abovea gravel layer; remains of the latter are visible

all along the northern and eastern sections of the

mound. Today, gravel is the moststriking surface

feature; it probably originates from these eroded

foundations. The pottery belongs to Period III, but

shows somecharacteristics, which indicate that we

might deal here with a transitional horizon, compa-

rable to Nausharo ID or Miri Qalat IIIc. The

second occupation phase belongsto the classical

Period III and yielded manystorage jars that find

parallels at e. g. Damb Sadaat(see figs. 15; 16).

Wood is comparatively rare in Trench IV,pos-

sibly due to the fact that fewer walls were found

since rooms are larger than in TrenchI. The

Period III architecture was built on a terracinglevel

made of erosion materials such as building debris,

silts, and pottery. This layer, situated at +5,20 m,

separates Period III from Period I.

Period II

The deposits from Period II are 1.7m to 2.0m

high. Levels comprise twophases, but someof the

older walls were re-used later on. The mud brick

walls are less wide than in Period IL. They rest on

boulder foundationsat +3.3 m (fig. 9). Rooms meas-
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Fig. 9. TrenchIV (2002): Period III

levels (upperleft), stone foundations of

Period II (note imprint of removedwall

in eastern section, left), and levels of

Period I beneath. Towards south.

Fig. 10. Spacers for firing bowls and
jars. Trench VI, PeriodIII.

ure about 1 m x 2 m;they are too small tolive in
and are possibly small storage rooms grouped
aroundan openspace. Duetothelimited space, no
complete plans could be uncovered. In one build-
ing, a small brick basin (Locus 934) cametolight
with husks on lime floor. Finds include grinding
stones, beads andbull figurines.

Period I

The deepest levels were retrieved only on a small
space. Nevertheless, the opportunityto investigate
whether Period I is present at this portion of the
moundandtoreachvirginsoil had to be taken. The
nature of the PeriodI structures remains unknown,

but they confirm that the earliest settlement was
already of substantial size. The pottery, which
includes many Togau A and B designs and coarse
ware vessels, indicates a domestic context. Natural
ground, comprising of gravel bands devoid of pot-
tery and ashes, was reached at +2.20 m.

 
TRENCH VI(figs. 2; 10; 11; EXCAVATED BY

M. SCHMIDTNER)

In 2004, a new trench measuring 10 m x 10 m was

openedclose to Trench IV. The location wasselect-
ed because traces of a kiln, misfired sherds, and
slags indicated a potteryfiring area. At the same
time, it offered the chance to checkthe stratigraph-
ical sequence excavated in Trench IV,to follow up
the architecture, and to investigate the transition
betweenthe periods.

Period III

The kilns are located in the western part of the
trench (Va, c). They comprise of two small pear-
shaped structures of which nothing but thefiring
chambers is preserved. The southern kiln is the
older one, which was destroyed whenthe northern
one wasbuilt. The firing chambers werefilled with
ashes, but otherwise empty, apart from one beaker  
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with a bracket design, and a few Period III pot-

sherds. Wasters from different vessel types were

scattered in the vicinity, but, in general, the area

was devoid ofthe typicalkiln refuse, indicating that

it was kept clean until it was abandoned. The

numberof tools was notsignificantly higher than

elsewhere, apart from spacers that were used to

keep stapled vessels apart during firing. The shape

and size of the imprints of rims and walls reveal

that they were used for the firing of bowls and

storage jars (fig. 10). However, the production of

other pottery typesis also attested to by wasters.

Just next (west of) to the kilns, two buildings

dating to Period III were exposed (Area VId). This

architecture is badly preserved, but can be assigned

to two phases. Their stratigraphical relation to the

kilns has yet to be investigated. From here, an

erosion layer of gravel and boulders, soil, and

pottery, runs towards west.It indicates a period of

decay and erosion, of abandonmentand disuse in

between Periods II andIII, as also observed else-

where.

These levels can be linked with the general

sequenceestablished in Trench I only through pot-

tery typology and building techniques. Already

now, differences in the ceramic inventories are

clear, but further excavations and a detailed pottery

analyses are required to make sure whetherthis

intra-site variability has functional or chronological

implications.

Period II

Directly beneath the PeriodIII buildings and this

erosion layer, levels dating to Period II came to

light, just 20 cm below surface. After the removal

Rigel 1: Trench VI, Period II:

View into a room, towards north

(2004).

of substantial architectural collapse, small rooms

with several installations, like a small paved mud

brick platform with grinding stones, mortars, pes-

tles, and a bonescraper in front of it, were found

(fig. 11). The walls are still c. 1.6 m high.

The southern section of the trench shows that

the levels belong to two phases, but inside the

roomsa division was difficult since there were no

clear stratigraphic distinctions. The pottery includes

typical Nal poly- and monochrometypesas well as

household wares(fig. 12 a). Among other finds are

beads and bull figurines, baked and unbaked, with

closed legs that confirm the typological differences

between the figurines from Period II andIIT since

the latter so far yielded only specimen with open

legs.

Apart from thefact that here, for the first time,

well preserved architecture from Period II was found

on

a

larger scale, this trench is important for two

reasons: firstly, for the stratigraphical evidence on

the transition between PeriodII and IT. Secondly,

because the matrix of the deposits is very different

from that observed in Trench IV:there, the depos-

‘ts from Period III are about 1.6 m high, whereas

they are very shallow in Trench VI. Recalling that

in Trench IV evidence for a transitional horizon

was found, this morphological difference is impor-

tant for the genesis of the mound and for recon-

structing its cultural development. Trenches VII

and IX were opened with the perspective to follow

up this problem and to cross-check the stratigraph-

ical sequence’.

5
These trenches are described in Franke-Vogt, in pressa.
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Fig. 12. Nal domes-
tic ware, PeriodII

(a: Trench VI, 1028.1;

b: Trench IIb, 563.2,

stratigraphically Per.
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TRENCHI (figs. 13-16; EXCAVATED BY ST. LANGER,

M. Haan, A. IBRAHIM, M. KarBerc, A. Gross)

The 2.5m wide and 50m long step trench was
opened in 2001. Just below the surface, mud brick
walls and well-preserved in situ contexts came to
light. In 2002 and 2004,the area was enlarged and
baulks were removed. It now covers 350 m/(figs. 2;
13) and ranges from +13.50 m to +6.70 min height.

25 horizons were defined that were divided by
St. Langer into four major phases, based on the
architectural stratigraphy. All levels belong to
Period III. A fifth, uppermost phase is represented
by eroded levels and pits only. It is characterized
by the appearance of Kulli-Harappan and Late
Sadaat pottery types, while previous types continue.
Traces of Period II remains were reached only in
the lowest layers of Area Ie in 2001.  
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At the end of the 2004 season, the structures

could be assigned to 15 architectural complexes

that are excavated to the first floor level in the

southernmost area. The walls are preserved to a

height of c. 1.6m on the summit of the mound,

especially in the “Burnt Building” (AK6; fig. 14),

but are badly eroded along the slope, where they

are only a few centimetres high or attested to by

traces of the foundations.

The buildings werefilled up with massive archi-

tectural debris comprising ofbricks, clay and wood;

excavations proved extremely difficult and time

consuming dueto hardly visible contours of bricks,

sloping and bent walls, and a fill of cemented

clayish material. The modes and techniques of

construction show variations. The walls are mostly

built with irregularly laid and sized mudbricks, and

were frequently repaired with lumpsof clay. Some

walls rest on a foundation of gravel, woodand clay,

others on medium-sized boulders. Both techniques

occur together in phase 4a (AK 1, 4). In phase3a,

the walls rest on a shallow deposit of boulders

(AK 13). Floors are made with a mud paving or

bricks, and in one room a gravel-clay floor was

excavated. Traces of lime are occasionally found

(AK 6 Planum 4). Lime was also used as wall

plaster, it is preserved on one of the walls in

Room A (loci 123, 124) of the “Burnt Building”

(AK6) as an approximately 2 mm thicklayer. Re-

mains of mudplaster found in the debris reveal that

wood, branches and reeds and a mud cover were

used to build the roofs. Wood, usually from

Acacia sp., less frequently from poplar (Populussp.)

or tamarix sp. (Benecke/Neef, this volume) was

also used to make the foundations.

Beneath the debris, two well-preserved living

horizons cameto light in AK 6, each with hun-

Fig. 14. View of “Burnt Build-

ing” (AK6, 2004), towardseast.

dreds of vessels and tools, beads, burnt and un-

baked bull figurines, and bones. In the lower one

(Locus 100) about 200, in the upper one (Locus68)

c. 100 badly shattered vessels were retrieved. Their

amount andposition as well as fragments of wood

indicate that they once stood in shelves along the

wall. The vessels belong to different functional

types, but storage jars, grinding stones, pestles,

fireplaces and organic remains reveal that this area

was certainly used for food storage and prepara-

tion. Obviously the contents attracted mice and

rats whoseskeletons were found nearby. The pres-

ence of bone tools and cut marks oncattle and

sheep/goat phalanges indicate that leatherworking

took place (Benecke, pers. comm.).

A very special and so far unique sequence of

layers was found in Area Id-le, where alternating

bands offine alluvial sediments and ashes form a c.

1.3 m thick deposit. These bedded laminar layers

seal the Period II levels.

Trench I has also provided a very rich inventory

of finds beyond pottery, including four copper

compartmentseals, human terracotta figurines,

baked and unbakedbull figurines, beads, and stone,

bone, and clay tools.

CONCLUSIONS

As a result of three seasons of excavation at Sohr

Damb, the settlement history has become much

clearer and a wide range of information has been

gathered that bears on many problems and ques-

tions in Indus archaeology.
The evaluation andinterpretation of the findings

yield important information on the typological and

stylistic diversity of the material assemblage and its

change through time, and provide clues on relative
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Fig. 15. Pottery from PeriodIII.

sequences and absolute dates. Already nowit is clear
that pottery types usually assigned to cultural com-
plexes that succeed each in the developmental scheme
are associated(figs. 15; 16). The analysis of the data
is still in the initial stage and work continues in many
areas, but the general chronological and cultural
frameworks have been established.

Period I belongs to a time when around 4000 BC
the numbersof sites rose and the eastern piedmont
of the Kirthar Range and the Indus valley proper
were settled. Sohr Dambandatleast one further
mound, Lukh (N19), located c. 20km further
north, were founded. The formersite is situated on
a gravel accumulation near a small river. The size
of this earliest settlementis still open to investiga-
tion; but it certainly covered the northern portion
of the present mound. Thesections in Trench IV
indicate that it did not extend much further to-
wards north.

During PeriodII, the numberofsites in the area
increased. The settlement at Sohr Damb reached
the size of the present mound.Pits and cavities in
the cemetery area werefilled with gravelto level
the surface for the new buildings. The older tombs
were partly destroyed. In PeriodII, the burial cus-
toms changed. Houses were built next to each

other, rooms were small, but with sophisticated
installations, such as basins with lime floors, hearths,

brick platforms, and storage jars. Small finds and
pottery reveal changes on different levels, stylisti-
cally as well as technically. Togau pottery came to
an end, although black and red slipped types often
painted with white motifs (Kechi Beg White on
Black/Red), continue.

The settlement of Period III covers most of the
present mound, but some areas were not occupied

 

during all four phases. These spaces were used as
garbage dumpsforpottery, bones, ashes, and build-
ing debris, as e. g. evident in Trenches II and VII.
Such processes of growth and regression will be
more clear after all trenches are linked to the se-
quencethat has been established in TrenchI, a target
to be approached mainly by meansof ceramic typol-
ogy. Already now it is clear, however, that 1. the
ceramic inventories reflect intra-site variability, and
that 2. the stratigraphic sequences and layer matrices
differ even in neighbouringtrenches,as e. g. in Trench-
es IV, IX, and VI. Onepossible explanationfor this
heterogeneouspattern are distinct phases of growth
of certain portions of the mound, thus creating a
variegated topographic profile.

The transition to Period III is again marked by
manychangesin style and technology. Only a few
ornaments continue asaltered copies, in a different
form andexecution. Polychrome and monochrome
Nal wares are not produced anymore, the whole
operational chain of the production is different,
more simple andplain, but witnessing at the same
time the introduction of new tools, such as moulds,
techniques, fabrics, shapes, and motifs.

Of particular importance is that — after Late
Sadaat/Kulli-Harappan pottery was first identified
in the ceramic assemblage in 2001 and assigned to
Period IV — it has now been possible to define its
stratigraphic context. Althoughthe latter comprises
only of pits, disturbed contexts, and erosionlayers,
the stratigraphical position above Period III is as-
certained. The presence of these two cultural hori-
zons in a stratigraphical context is important for
the discussion of the settlement history in Balo-
chistan around 2500/2300 BC, the rise and devel-
opmentofthe Kulli horizon, andthe end of urban-
ism in the wider region.  
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Two important questions that are related to these
topics have to be addressed. One is linked to
continuity within the regional cultural tradition.
The secondis related to the date and reasonsof the
end of settled life and urbanism. Certainly, at
present a continued cultural evolution from the
Neolithic through the Historic Periodis favoured.
Without doubt, certain patterns, styles and tech-
niques occur through time. However, the question
rather is whether they were passed on with their
embedded meaning and symbolic content, or wheth-
er they werejust copied, or used independently, as
“empty” forms.

At Sohr Damb, we foundseveral features pro-
posing a hiatus, stratigraphically, stylistically and
technologically. Among themare the erosion and
debris layers, which indicate a prolonged phase of
abandonmentprior to the Period III occupation,
and the technological and stylistic changes that
occur in all periods, but particularly between
PeriodII andIII. It is not yet known how long the
intervals of time in between the periods were; we
look particularly forward to the new radiocarbon
dates from Period II, but the general scheme is

already clear.
In this connection, and with regard to the

second question mentioned above, the absence of
a classical Kulli-horizon in Sohr Dambhas to be
noted. Although somefeatures of the early Kulli
style, such as elongated bulls (Quivron 2000) are
present in PeriodIII, this style is not attested to at
Sohr Dambin its developed form, even thoughit
occurs at several sites in the vicinity. Instead, we
have in Period IV a shared Late Sadaat/Kulli occu-
pation. The radiocarbon dates from Sohr Damb
(see Gorsdorf, this volume) support a date of
c. 2400/2300 BC,a dating that corresponds to the
information we have from Balakot (Franke-Vogt
2002), Niai Buthi, and Bakkar Buthi®. The infor-
mationat hand nowthusindicates the co-existence
of two major cultural horizons.

At 2000 BC,settlements were abandoned in the
Nal basin and elsewhere, andtraces ofsettled life
re-appear only around 400 BC,as in other regions
of Balochistan and beyond. Since the data from
Sohr Dambdonotindicate that river changes and
climate played a majorrole in this process, we yet

have to look for possible explanations. Certainly,
the gradual cessation of the Induscivilization as a
strong integrative and economic power can be
considered an important factor in this develop-
ment.

However, to propose a model in which the
cessation of the Indus Civilization plays a major
role in the abandonmentof settled life around
2000/1900 BC, also implies, in a way, that the
processes that took place in the western highlands
around 2500/2300 BC wererelated tothe rise of
this power, through its strong economic and pos-
sibly political focus. The spheres that carried these
processes are yet unknown, but an interplay of
various factors is more thanlikely.

Certainly, we do not expect to solve all these
problems at Sohr Damb, but wefeel that the
information gathered onthevariouslevels provide
new and often unexpected perspectives that, in
conjunction with the results obtained by other
mission in the field, will contribute to a better
understanding ofthe overall cultural processes that
took place between 4000 and 2000 BC.
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